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ABSTRACT 

 

 Proxy Group Signature is a one Type of Digital Signature that is a combination of 

Proxy signature and Group Signature. This paper introduces a concept and model of proxy 

group signature and constructs a proxy group signature scheme based on RSA assumption and 

discrete logarithm problem. The scheme has the properties of hiding the identity of the signer 

in the signature and the signer’s identity can be revealed by a special manager when the 

dispute arises, so it is a new anonymous proxy signature scheme. The analysis of security 

shows that the scheme satisfies the security requirements such as proxy privacy, privacy 

revocation, verifiability, strong un-forge-ability and strong non-repudiation.This paper 

reviews the recent advance on proxy group signatures, proxy signature and group signature, 

discusses few notable proposals, and analyzes scheme security and efficiency. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Digital signature (DS) [10] is a cryptographic means through which the data reliability, 

authenticity and original signer’s non repudiation can be verified. Digital signature of a 

document is a part of information encrypted by the signer’s secret key. This paper aims to 

present a state-of-the-art discussion on recent advance of proxy group signature, proxy signature 

and group signature. 

 

A proxy signature scheme enables the original signer to delegate his signing capacity to a 

proxy signer who can sign a message on behalf of the original signer [2-9]. It can be used in 

varied activities such as electronic commercial, electronic affairs etc [1]. Group signature [11, 

13] is a digital signature technique with anonymity and traceability. The signer can use his/her 

own secret key to sign messages on behalf of the group. The signatures can be verified with 

respect to a single public key of the group, and do not leak who is the true signer. If needed, the 

group administrator can reveal the identity of the signer. 

 

Combining proxy signature with group signature, we firstly propose the concept and model of 

the proxy group signature, and design a proxy group signature scheme using RSA and Discrete 

logarithm problem. The Scheme [1] has the properties of hiding the identity of the signer in the 

signature and the signer’s identity can be revealed by a special manager when the dispute arises. 

In this scheme the individuality of the proxy signer can be confined effectively. Through security 

analysis, it satisfies the security properties of the anonymous proxy signature. 
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To realize proxy group signature, we use essentially the anonymity and traceability of group 

signature to protect the anonymity of proxy signers. Differed from ordinary proxy signature, 

proxy group signature scheme [1] consists of four entities as follows: (i) Original signer: it is 

equal to original signer in routine proxy signature (ii) Proxy signer: the proxy signer must be the 

legal member of the group, and be the proxy signature’s executer (iii) Proxy administrator: 

He/she is specifically responsible for receiving the proxy commission of the original signers, and 

designating the proxy signing capacity of the original signer to a group (iv) Group administrator: 

He/she can reveal the true identity of the signer according to the signature. 

 

      Proxy group signature scheme consists of five processes as follows: Initialization, 

Delegation, Signing, Verification and revealing the signer’s identity. 

 

SECURITY PROPERTY OF PROXY GROUP SIGNATURE 

 

Desirable security property of proxy group signature has been evolved from the beginning of 

proxy group signature. A broadly established list of required properties is given below: 

 

 Verify-ability: The verifier can be influenced of the original signer’s conformity on the 

signed message. 

 Strong un-forge-ability: It is difficult to forge a specific proxy’s signature, even by the 

original signer. 



 Strong un-deniability: Once a proxy signer creates a valid proxy signature, he cannot 

change his signature after one time created. 



 Proxy privacy: The proxy signer’s identity cannot be revealed from its signatures alone. 



 Proxy revocation: In appearing of disputation, the verifier can reveal the real identity of 

the proxy signer with the help of the original signer. 

 

Proxy group signature has the same security properties as the anonymous proxy signature. 
 

MODELS OF PROXY GROUP SIGNATURE 

 

Based on security assumption on various proxy group signature schemes, we categorize the 

existing schemes into two different constructions: DLP-based proxy group signature, RSA-based 

proxy group signature. 

 

The participants involved in the model shown below [14]: 

 An original signer, who delegates his/ her signing capability to a proxy signer. 



 A proxy signer, who signs the message on behalf of the creative signer and he/she 

generate the signature during implementation signature. 
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 A verifier, who verifies the proxy signature and proxy signer and decides to accept or 

reject the signature of proxy signer.

 

 DLP-based Proxy Group Signature 
 

     An original signer selects a private key xo and computes her public key y0 ←KGdlp(params-

dlp, xo). 

 A proxy signer selects a private key xp and computes his public key yp ← KGdlp(params-dlp, 

xp).  

 Delegation capability generation: It takes params-dlp, original signer chosen parameters 

(ko, ro), original signer private key xo, a warrant w as input; and outputs signature σ0 on 

w. Procedurally, σ0 ← Sdlp(params-dlp, (ko, ro), xo,w). 

 Delegation capability verification: It takes params-dlp, yo,w,σo as input; and outputs 

Result,where Resultε {Valid, Invalid}, i.e., Result ← Vdlp(params-dlp, yo,σ0,w). 

 Proxy key generation: It takes params-dlp, σo, xp and random number as input; and 

outputs proxy key ρp. proxy key ρp ← yoσo + xpyp mod q. Procedurally, ρp 

=PKeyGendlp(params-dlp, σo, xp, pub-params
1
). 

 Proxy signature generation: It takes params-dlp,proxy key ρp and message m as input; 

outputs signature σp on m, i.e, σp ← Sdlp(params-dlp, ρp, m). 



 Proxy signature verification: It takes params-dlp,yo, yp, m and σp as input; outputs Result, 

i.e., Result ← Vdlp(params-dlp, (yo, yp), σp, m). 



 RSA-based Proxy Group Signature 
 

       An original signer select a public key y0 and compute her private key x0 as 

x0←KGrsa(params-rsa, yo). 

A proxy signer selects a public key yp and computes his private key xp as xp ←KGrsa(params-

rsa,yp).  

 Delegation capability generation: It takes params-rsa, xo, a warrant w as input; 

and outputs signature σo on w, Procedurally, σo ←Srsa(params-rsa, xo,w). 

 Delegation capability verification: It takes params-rsa, yo, w, σo as input; and outputs 

Result. That is, Result ← Vrsa(params-rsa, yo, σo, w), where Result ε {Valid, Invalid}. 

 Proxy signature generation: It takes params-rsa, σo, xp and message m as input; 

outputs signature σp on m, i.e, σp ← Srsa(params-rsa, xp, (σo,m)). 

 Proxy signature verification: It takes params-rsa, yo, yp, m and σp as input; and outputs 

Result, i.e., Result ← Vrsa(params-rsa, (yo, yp), σp,m). 

 

 

REVIEW OF NOTABLE PROXY GROUP SIGNATURE SCHEMES 

 Proxy Group Signature based on bilinear Pairing 
 

     In 2008, Ke-li wu et al. [1] constructs a proxy group signature scheme based on bilinear 

pairings (diffie-hellman). The proposed scheme has the properties of hiding the identity of the 

signer in the signature and the signer’s identity can be revealed by a special manager when the 
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dispute arises, so it is a new anonymous proxy signature scheme. The analysis of security shows 

that the scheme satisfies the security requirements such as verifiability, strong un-forge-ability, 

Strong non-repudiation, and Proxy Privacy and Privacy revocation. The scheme can provide good 

flexibility in application. 
 

Table 1: Bilinear pairing based proxy group signature 

Feature  → Algorithm  Secure Secure Channel 

Proxy 

Revocation Remarks  

Scheme  ↓        

Ke-li  wu  et  al., Diffie-Hellman  Yes No No Suffers 

f

r

o

m 

2008      

Forgery 

attacks,      

      Defective 

i

n 

      Revocation  

 

REVIEW OF NOTABLE PROXY SIGNATURE SCHEMES 

 Proxy Signature Schemes based on discrete logarithm problem 

 

       In 1996, Mambo et al., [2] first classified the proxy signature on the basis of the degree of 

designation, and proposed a well-devised scheme. In their scheme both proxy protected and 

proxy un-protected notion are envisaged. Here we are focused on proxy-protected scheme in 

this scheme. 

     Assumption: DLP is hard 

     Security: The scheme has two weaknesses. Unlimited delegation and Proxy transfer. The 

scheme does not satisfy the avoidance of misuse security property. 

 

      In 2003, Boldyreva et al. [3] proposed a formal security idea for proxy signature. At the 

same time, authors planned a provable secure scheme, call triple schnorr proxy signature 

scheme, which is an improve version of the D.won et al., scheme [9]. 

     Assumption: DLP is hard. 

      Security: The scheme based on D.won et al., scheme [9]. The scheme did not consider 

warrant in the proxy signing phase which leads limitless delegation, that is, the scheme suffer 

from delegation misuse. 

 

      In 2006, Lu et al. [4] proposed a proxy signature scheme use time-stamping service for 

validates delegation service at the verifier. Verifier check the time of the signature means when 

it created by the signer. 

     Assumption: DLP is hard. 

      Security: The scheme relies on DLP. The use of time-stamp provides a mechanism for 

the delegation expiry or revoking by original signer, if he/she desire to do so. 
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Proxy Signature Schemes based on RSA 

 

        In 1999, Okomoto et al. [5] planned a scheme that reduce the computational time and 

storage cost during the protocol implementation, and the protocol is right for implementation 

on smart cards. 

  Assumption: Integer factorization problem is hard and smart card is a corrupt resistant 

device. 

  Security: The scheme has weak security as it is designed as proxy un-protected scheme, 

where original signer can frame proxy signer by signing the message and later claim that proxy 

signer has signed the message. 

 

  The proposed scheme [6] provides an effective proxy revocation mechanism. The proposed 

schemes do not require any secure channel to proxy key delivery and support the necessary 

security requirements of proxy signature. The Trusted Server can remove the original signer’s 

public key from the public revocation list once the delegation period has expired, and thus the 

public revocation list will not grow unlimitedly. 

  Assumption: Integer factorization problem is hard. In addition to original signer and proxy 

signer, a trusted server is a participant in the scheme for time stamp issuance. 

  Security: The scheme provide an effective proxy revocation mechanism. The proxy signer 

key strength should not > the original signer key strength. 

 

  Author in [7] proposed a warrant-based proxy signature, where security is based on integer 

factorization problem (IFP). They used improve M.O.Robin signature scheme [10] for their 

scheme. 

       Assumption: IFP is hard. 

       Security: The scheme is secure on the assumption that integer factor problem is hard. The 

author also proved the security strength of the scheme under random oracle model. 

 

Table 2: Comparison of the DLP and RSA based proxy signature 

Feature → Algorithm Secure Secure Channel Proxy Revocation Remarks 

Scheme  ↓      

Mambo et al.,1996 DLP No Yes Partial Unlimited delegation and 

misuse of delegation 

Boldyrea et al.,2003 DLP Yes No No Unlimited delegation 

Lu et al.,2006 DLP No No No Suffers  transferring,  

 Forgery attacks from 

Okomoto 

Et al.,1999 

RSA Yes Yes No Does  not Provide 

strongun-forge- ability 

and prevention of misuse 

Das et al.,2004 RSA Yes No No Defective in revocation 

Considers Random 

oracle model 
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REVIEW OF SOME NOTABLE GROUP SIGNATURE SCHEMES 

Group Signature Schemes based on DLP 
 

   In 2009, Chengming Qi [15] which divides the document M into m blocks and adds some 

redundant bits to each message block, to avoid the conspiracy attack. The size of the group 

signature and the verification time of the group signature are equivalent to that of an individual 

signature. The signature size should be independent of the number of group members and key 

lengths also and the number of time period during the lifetime of the public key. 

      Security: Authorized coalitions cannot sign on behalf of another coalition means a 

coalition cannot sign on behalf of a coalition that includes members that are not included in it. 

 

         In 2010, C.C.lee et al. [11] when the signer has been identified, the group authority needs 

not to redistribute any of the keys of this signer. The scheme was extra efficient in terms of 

computational, communication and storage costs, while allow the group to be changed without 

having the members choosing the new keys. When the group is changed, it must affect all 

distributed secret keys. 

         Security: This scheme is unlikable and cannot be attacked by forgers. 

 

 Group Signature Schemes based on RSA 
 

    In 1991, David Cham et al. [12] scheme, no trusted authority (TA) is needed; each user 

untraceably one (one or more) public keys to a public list, which will be the public key of the 

group. But only group member must be able to send public keys to that list. 

   Security: Unfeasible to compute for a large prime number. 

 

   In 2013, Chou-chen et al. [13] when the group members are changed, all the distributed 

secret keys will be affected. The time complexity of the RSA’s signature generation is the 

same as Discrete Logarithm Problem based signature, but RSA’s signature verification can be 

10 To 40 times faster than Discrete Logarithm Problem based signature without loss of 

generality. 

 

   Security: RSA reduces the amount of computing time as compared to Discrete Logarithm 

Problem based scheme. 

 

Table 3: Comparison of the DLP and RSA based group signature 

Feature  → Algorithm Secure Remarks 

Scheme  ↓    

C.C.lee et al., 2010 DLP Yes Does not provide strong 

   Un-deniability 

David cham et al.,1991 RSA No Does not provide strong 

   Un-forge-ability and 

   

Suffers from Forgery 

attacks 

Chou-chen et al., 2013 RSA Yes Needs secure channel 
    

Chengming Qi DLP Yes - 
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CONCLUSION 

We have reviewed a the minority seminal works on proxy group signatures with respect to 

different security assumption. The Table 1 depicts the bilinear pairing based proxy group 

signature scheme, Table 2 depicts the DLP and RSA based proxy signature schemes and Table 

3 depicts the DLP and RSA based group signature schemes. We note that the computational 

complexity of the schemes in a same table more or less similar, as their underlying security is 

based on the same cryptographic primitive.we believe it is not worth to measure a 

mathematical figure if the scheme is already found insecure. Instead, we analysis the merits 

and limits of the schemes. 

 

In conclusion, we believe that the actual deployment of proxy group signature is yet to start 

in a big way. However, as and when this happens, the do research work being carried out will 

certainly provide basically usable implementations. 

 

In the future research, combine the both proxy signature and group signature to design a 

proxy group signature based on different cryptographic assumption to solve the problem. Such 

as, unlimited delegation, computational time and etc. 
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